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Abstract. The purpose of this study is to examine four aspects of a senior high school English teachers professional development forum in Sidoarjo, namely program input, program process, program output, and program outcome. To achieve this purpose, IPO Model by Bushnell of 1990 is used. Three research data sources are taken from the stakeholders of MGMP program, the instructors, and the participants to examine the input, process, and output of the program. Teacher professional competence questionnaires are also employed from MGMP participants as the representative research subjects to evaluate the outcome aspect. The findings indicate that all input, process, and output evaluation aspects have positive attitudes. However, the outcome from students’ point of views toward their English teachers contradicts teachers’ perception. The findings of this study provided valuable implications to MGMP stakeholders and education practitioners in developing a teacher professional development forum.
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INTRODUCTION

Teacher professional development nowadays has become a raising issue in education field. Pre-service teacher training or teacher education major obtained from university level is not sufficient to shape teacher candidates to be a professional teacher. A professional teacher must have to keep updated about the development of the education quality, the teaching strategy and methodology as well as the subject matter. Additionally, these roles should be supported with good attitudes, beliefs and morals and there should be any organization that can assist the professional development to achieve the congruent competences among teachers.

The need for ongoing teacher education especially in language teaching is crucially important. An in-service teacher training or a teacher forum should be held because all teachers did not have similar teaching knowledge in pre-service teacher training[1]. As a matter of fact, the phenomena of the teaching knowledge base constantly change. In addition, the needs of individual teacher are different during their careers since various problems emerge, such as dissimilar classroom facilities in each school and students’ characters in each classroom. The changes of schools and institution’s needs, as well as the introduction of the new curriculum in Indonesia, such as the 2013 curriculum, challenge the teachers to update their knowledge and experience to the best practices for schools, institutions, and curriculum trends. Thus, the teacher profession is actually a continuum profession that always develops in the entire practice of ones who take teaching as their career[2].
Henceforth, the needs for on-going education teacher, actually have been coped by MGMP (Musyawarah Guru Mata Pelajaran). It is a professional development forum program for subject teachers at district levels and the general aim of this forum is to develop teachers’ professionalism in Indonesia. MGMP is a form of realization of the Government Regulation No.14/2005 in relation to the law on Teachers and Lecturers with the aim to improve and develop teachers’ career, capacity, ability, professional authority, and welfare for the achievement of optimum educational goals. With regards to the understanding of this regulation, the teachers will have the opportunity to develop their professionalism through in-service teacher training, conducting classroom action research, meetings in Teachers Work Group, henceforth, KKG, and Professional Development Teacher Forum, henceforth, MGMP. Therefore, KKG and MGMP program have significant roles in developing teachers’ professionalism.

Even though MGMP is established mainly to improve teacher knowledge, abilities, and skills, the implementation is still far from satisfaction. Several studies reported that basically education seminar and workshops can increase the teachers’ motivation to involve in professional development activities although the activities fail to increase their competences as professional teachers. Consequently, referring to Guskey and Kwang, the lack of education workshops and teachers’ group meetings were because the absence of experts or committees to critically assess and evaluate the effectiveness of the program. The program which does not conduct follow-up activities will waste both time and money. Also, poorly organized programs and in unproven ideas and strategies create ineffective practices in the classrooms. Thus, the evaluation of the program needs to be conducted to minimize the ineffective teacher training objectives and methodologies while conducting workshops or teacher group meetings.

Therefore, the purpose of this study is to evaluate the four main aspects of MGMP program, namely program input, process, output and outcome taken from the MGMP stakeholders, instructors, teachers as participants, and the students’ point of views.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

IPO (Input-Process-Output) model has been used foremost to assess training of the leading companies IBM in 1990. It was developed to investigate the training to the future corporate needs and relate it to the human resources management programs. In addition, the IPO approach is able to use as the decision makers for the evaluators to select from several options of the IPO model for the aim of optimizing the overall quality of a training program. The IPO model can detect the types of changes the evaluators should make to improve course design, content and delivery. Thus, the most typical trainees’ performance after being evaluated by this model is revealed in example whether they have achieved the needed knowledge and skills.

The IPO model is the best known model to evaluate training program. It includes the preparation of the program, as the input, the plan of the program (process) and the feedback of the program.
“Input” in IPO evaluation model refers to the most important contribution to the overall effectiveness of a program such as trainee qualifications, instructor experience, the availability of already tested instructional materials, the types of equipment and training facilities and the training budget. On the other hand, input can be meant to be the kind of resources which provide a service\textsuperscript{[10]}. However, “Process” is the program activity that can increase the value of the program, for example the plan, design, development and how the trainer delivers the material. The short-term output to the long-term outcome is “Output” in the IPO model. According to Chen and Wang\textsuperscript{[11]}, the reaction level in Four-Level Evaluation Model by Kirkpatrick (1998) can be called as the “output” result as in IPO model. “Output” results refer to customer satisfaction, the improvement of employee performance, corporate profits, rate of profit, competitiveness, and survival capacity. Bushnell predicted that in the short term output, stakeholders or the employees can gain trainee reactions, knowledge, skills and the improvement job performance from the educational training program. The last, “outcome” refers to the description of the intended and unintended impact or consequences of the program. According to Bushnell\textsuperscript{[8]}, the desired outcome does not flow directly from the outputs, but outcome does impose the availability of training resources.

Several studies which used IPO model have indicated that this model has beneficial contribution to determining the outcome for the program running. Huang, Lin, Wang, and Wang\textsuperscript{[12]} who used this model to evaluate educational training found that this evaluation model is able to investigate not only the direct influence between training input and training output, but also the function of training process acted as a mediator. It was concluded that the training input influences the training process which in turn influences the training output. In addition, Chang\textsuperscript{[10]} has investigated hotel program training in Taiwan by using this evaluation model. He was able to show that the educational degree differences and educational major differences have a significant impact on the satisfaction of the training courses and the knowledge and skills gained. College graduated employees were unsatisfied with the training since they have obtained the materials and courses at college. However, the housekeeping department employees who were graduated from senior high schools felt satisfied with the training arrangement. Based on the results, these employees never obtained the course that was given in training program. Thus, there were two points that could be concluded for the output of the training program. It predicted that there might be better attitude toward housekeeping department than other departments after the training program. Second, the training program was only effective to housekeeping department so that there should be any revision to the training arrangement if the training program management would conduct the next training for all departments for the next cohort.

Thus, referring to the valuable contribution toward the effectiveness of the program that has been run explained above, this study employed “Input-Process-Output” (IPO) proposed by Bushnell\textsuperscript{[8]}.
METHODOLOGY

In this research, four variables were used to answer the research questions. These variables are program input evaluation aspect, program process evaluation aspect, program output evaluation aspect, and program outcome evaluation aspect. In program input evaluation aspect, several sub-variables are evaluated, such as participants’ qualifications, instructor abilities, instructional materials and evaluation method employed by this MGMP. Program process evaluation aspects made use of three sub-variables, for example the ability of curricula and materials development, evaluation of teaching performance both internal and external factors, and personal capabilities of the instructors. Program output evaluation aspect evaluates the trainees or participants’ reaction and knowledge and skills gained by the participants. The last, program outcome evaluation aspect made use of customer satisfaction sub-variable and improved job performance sub-variable.

All program evaluation aspects used questionnaire as the research instruments, except the program outcome of improved job performance sub-variable. Here, the researcher employed observation checklist instrument. Six MGMP stakeholders fulfilled program input aspect questionnaire, five instructors fulfilled program process aspect questionnaire, and thirty three teachers who were the participants of MGMP program fulfilled the program output aspect questionnaire. To evaluate program outcome aspect, here, the researcher employed professional teacher competencies questionnaire\textsuperscript{[13]} to all participants and then, three representative teachers were selected to evaluate the program outcome. Program outcome aspect evaluated the teacher performance in the classroom and their students’ satisfaction toward the teacher performance during teaching in the classroom.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results from the program input questionnaire explained that from six members of the MGMP stakeholders, almost all of them were between 40 until 50 years old. Only one member was 30-40 years old. In addition, almost all stakeholders were male, only one who was female. There were four subjects that possessed bachelor degree, while two subjects were master degree. The full time experience in teaching also varied among six subjects; three subjects had 10-15 years teaching experience, one subject had 15-20 years, the other was more than 20 years, and the rest was 5-10 years’ experience.

Referring to IPO Model aims to the input evaluation aspect, it is evaluated to investigate the elements of the potential contribution to the overall effectiveness.
of the program\(^8\). This element refers to the sub-variables explained above in this research. Based on the results of the stakeholders’ point of views in regard with the participants’ qualification in this program, they expected much on the participants’ personal knowledge rather than on the professional, pedagogic, and social knowledge. 83.3% stakeholders expected that the participants have good English communication and have already self-concept, such as disciplined, emotionally stable, mature and confidence. Regarding to the instructor abilities sub-variable, all stakeholders emphasized on the ability of high communication skills in English and the ability of operating media, for example, computer, PowerPoint, and audio-based teaching (100%). Instructional materials preferred by the MGMP stakeholders were concerning on English functional texts (83.3%). As well as, in relation to the program evaluation method employed in this program forum, the stakeholders regularly conducted evaluation in every term/semester. They appraised an evaluation of materials needs based on education personnel, for example supervisors (16.7%), LPMP (16.7%), province education department staff (16.7%), district education department staff (33.3%), headmaster (33.3%), and instructors/teachers (33.3%). Yet, they did not use evaluation data to assess material needs (66.7%).

Next, program process evaluation aspect was filled in by five instructors who taught in the MGMP program when this data was taken in that term/semester. All of the instructors were more than thirty years old who three of them were female and the rest were male. Almost all instructors were school delegation, yet one instructor was from educational department staff. Program process evaluation will contribute to the program activity that can increase the value of the program, for example the plan, design, development, and how the instructors deliver the materials\(^8\). To achieve this purpose, three sub-variables were included, namely the ability of curricula and materials development, evaluation of teaching performance both internal and external factors, and personal capabilities of the instructors. From the rank of the mean scores in each indicator, organizing the materials before the activities begun was the highest rank derived from the ability of curricula and materials development. It is indicated that all instructors of MGMP program in that term were well-prepared. It was also supported by the ability to
improve teaching skills and promote MGMP activities and manage activities resources were performed by the instructors’ abilities in evaluating teaching performance both internal and external factors. For personal capabilities, all instructors have the ability to find and solve teaching problems and having the characteristics of a continuous-learning person.

The lowest scores of program process evaluation aspect were perceived by several sub-variables. Writing lesson plan for MGMP material was considered the lowest scores of the ability to develop curricula and materials. Evaluation participants’ teaching performance after MGMP program is the lowest indicator in evaluation teaching and performance. The last, having research abilities was less considered by all MGMP instructors. From the characteristics of mean scores above, it indicates that fundamentally, the MGMP instructors have positive attitudes and responsible to the personal performances, for example preparing the materials before the activity started, the consideration of evaluation self-performance and improving their teaching skills, although conducting evaluation to the participants is less considered by them. Also, research abilities are considered in low perception according to the instructors.

The following aspect is program output evaluation. This questionnaire was fulfilled by thirty three teachers who became participants of MGMP program in the last meeting. Their age were distributed in the same proportion of percentages among 30 to 40 years old (33,3%), 40 to 50 years old (36,4%), and 50 to 60 years old (30,3%). More than half participants were female (66,7%) and the remained participants were male (33,3%). A half number participants had 14 to 28 years of teaching experience (54,5%), while the other was 7 to 14 years (18,2%) and only 9,1% participants had more than 28 years teaching experience.

In program output evaluation aspect, there were two sub-variables measured in this aspect; the participants’ satisfaction and the knowledge and skills gained by the participants after attending MGMP program. According to the results of the questionnaires, almost all participants were satisfied in terms of learning how to conduct collaborative learning in the classroom. This indicator holds as pedagogic competency and places the highest rank in participants’ satisfaction sub-variable. However, the lowest satisfaction was performed from the professional competency, that is learning about how to do Classroom Action Research. Referring to the knowledge and skills gained sub-variable, the highest mean scores mentioned that the teachers mostly gained a lot of benefits from the program. Yet, the lowest mean score stated whether they can use new skills to improve teaching performance after attending MGMP program. From the explanation mentioned above, MGMP program that had been held in this district was more sharpened into pedagogic competence with collaborative learning topic specifically. The participants also considered that the program beneficial for them even though they were not sure whether they could use what they had learned during the program to improve the teaching performance.

Next, the program outcome evaluation aspect made use two instruments which were observation checklist from three
selected teachers and questionnaires to the students taught by these selected teachers. The teachers’ selection process was identified from the results of the professional teacher competencies questionnaire,[13] and their full-attendance during MGMP held in that term[9]. Based on the results of the professional teacher competencies questionnaire, all teachers were categorized as professional teacher, and the researcher selected from the highest, mid, and lowest scores of their questionnaires as the representative teachers for evaluation program outcome evaluation aspect.

Indicating from the results of all observation checklist from three representative teachers, all teachers have good competencies in lesson planning, documenting the students’ assessment and high personal competences in being self-confident, appropriate dressing and appearance, and fair to all students without discriminating their economic, social and cultural values. It means that all representative teachers have good personal competencies of professional teacher. However, the other indicators of personal competency is remained the lowest, that is being disciplined to start and end the class meeting. The other indicator in pedagogic competence is also remained low, which is recognizing the students’ characteristics and learning styles. In line with their students’ perception toward their teachers, being disciplined is the most negative attitudes toward their teacher. The others are followed by the low perception of the teacher’s technique to motivate them in learning English and the teaching technique used to help them in learning English. It can be concluded that, in point of fact, the representative teachers have good competencies in personal competences, except for being disciplined. But, low competencies were still performed in pedagogic competences area, such as the techniques and strategies used in the classroom to help the students in learning English and increasing motivation in learning English to the students. It also indicated that there is a small amount of MGMP program impact to the teachers that can contribute to the improvement of teaching techniques in the classroom. Therefore, to draw the results of four program evaluation aspects are best described below.

![Figure 2. The results of program evaluation aspects in IPO Model (Bushnell, 1990)](image)

In regards with the findings above, it can be determined that the input from the stakeholders and the output from the participants to some degree are not expected from the program input aspect. In fact, the input program expected that mastering subject matter competence, such as mastering English functional texts, is the most significant for the teachers, though the output aspect...
perceived collaborative learning is the most satisfied aspect taught during MGMP program. It seems that what has been planned by the stakeholders was not successfully achieved in that MGMP program term. It is also performed from the program outcome which most students felt that the teachers’ techniques in teaching did not help them to learn English. Thus, the pedagogic competencies achieved by the teachers during the program did not have significantly impact to the teachers’ pedagogic skills.

Program input evaluation aspect fundamentally should evaluate the elements of the potential contribution to the overall effectiveness of the program[8]. The results of identification from the participants’ qualification and the intended knowledge and skills gained for the teachers, will help the stakeholders to conduct program process. Program process may include the method and strategies used in delivering the materials during the program. It includes the selection of instructors’ criteria first and then the process of how the instructors will deliver the material in the program. Therefore, even though the results of the program process evaluation aspect in personal abilities and teaching and performance evaluation sub-variables have good attitudes from the instructors’ point of views, the results of the program outcome do not reveal satisfaction since the program input and program process are not related each other. In other words, the knowledge and skills intended from the program input are not well-conveyed in program process.

As well as the perception toward Classroom Action Research workshop, all program evaluation aspects perform low toward this indicator. This is very unfortunate since Classroom Action Research will help the teachers to improve the quality of their teaching[14]. To be precise, the teacher can conduct self-evaluation toward their teaching techniques and strategies that have been employed in their classroom. Classroom Action Research also can boost the teachers’ teaching performance since they can value the process of their teaching in respect to the students’ achievement.

Referring to the other indicator that has lowest perception from the program input, it should be noted about the important role of the participants’ needs analysis. Teacher professional development activities involves adult learning and personal process that concern to the teacher’s needs and wants to learn specific knowledge and skills[15]. It means that, the selection of the topics in one program needs participants’ judgments for the aim of gaining specific knowledge and skills by the teachers. MGMP program should be able to provide new skills and knowledge about the teachers’ problem in the classroom and the teachers’ problems can be identified referring from the results of needs analysis before the program begun.

**CONCLUSION**

As a conclusion, this study contributes to the new findings of English teacher professional development forum evaluation. Based on the result from the data analysis, it can be concluded that the program input intended from the stakeholders’ point of views are not well-conveyed in program process even though the results of the program process evaluation aspect in personal abilities and teaching and performance evaluation sub-
variables have good attitudes from the instructors’ point of views. In addition, the program output revealed that the participants’ satisfaction are in the collaborative learning of pedagogic competence topic but it contradicts with the students’ perception toward the pedagogic competences of their teachers. Crucial noted indicators showed in program outcome evaluation aspect that their teacher only have positive attitudes in several personal competencies and the documentation competency toward students’ assessments but they still have low performance on pedagogic competencies. Therefore, this study suggests to the stakeholders of MGMP program to conduct need analysis first to the participants before the program started. Knowing the teachers’ needs will help the stakeholders to address the upcoming topic materials and provide suitable instructors’ criteria to solve the teachers’ problem. In addition, the focus on conducting Classroom Action Research workshop is considered important since it can help the teachers to employ self-improvement of their teaching quality.
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